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Sn nth  Subframe 
Sp Size of a packet 




T Regular time interval 
T* The required throughput of macro UEs 
Tarrival Time that the packet arrives to the buffer 
Thrm Average throughput of macro UEs 
Tmax Maximum allowable packet delay 
Toj Output fuzzy set 
Ts Total simulation time 
Txi Input fuzzy set 
vi Speed of UEi 
wi Weighting coefficients 
X Vector 
xi Fuzzy input value 
z SFR parameter 
α Pathloss 
αi Degree of truth of rule i 
αm Macrocell pathloss 
αp Picocell pathloss 
Β Offset value 
γ0 Outage threshold  
Δ ABS_value Output of ABS value module 
Δ offset_value Output of CRE offset value module 
ΔP Additional transmission power 
ΔQ Difference between the old and new values of Q 
ε Greedy parameter 
η Ratio of UEs schedules on ABS 
θi,n Doppler phase of process i of the nth sinusoid 
κn Correlated filtered white Gaussian noise with zero mean of the nth sinusoid 
λm Density of macro eNBs 
λp Density of pico eNBs 
λu Density of UEs 
μ Membership degree 
μ_api Approximated uncorrelated filtered white Gaussian noise 
σ Gaussian standard deviation 
ςi Vector of the per-RB SINR values 
φ Shadow fading 
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Bandwidth is one of the limited resources in Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-
Advanced (LTE-A) networks. Therefore, new resource allocation techniques such as the 
frequency reuse are needed to increase the capacity in LTE and LTE-A. However, the 
system performance is severely degraded using the same frequency in adjacent cells due 
to increase of intercell interference. Therefore, the intercell interference management is 
a critical point to improve the performance of the cellular mobile networks. This thesis 
aims to mitigate intercell interference in the downlink LTE and LTE-A networks. 
 
The first part of this thesis introduces a new intercell interference coordination scheme 
to mitigate downlink intercell interference in macrocell-macrocell scenario based on 
user priority and using fuzzy logic system (FLS). A FLS is an expert system which 
maps the inputs to outputs using “IF...THEN” rules and an aggregation method. Then, 
the final output is obtained through a deffuzifaction approach. Since this thesis aims to 
mitigate interference in downlink LTE networks, the inputs of FLS are selected from 
important metrics such as throughput, signal to interference plus noise ratio and so on. 
Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed scheme to improve the 
system performance in terms of cell throughput, cell edge throughput and delay when 
compared with reuse factor one. 
 
Thereafter, heterogeneous networks (HetNets) are studied which are used to increase the 
coverage and capacity of system. The focus of the next part of this thesis is picocell 
because it is one of the important low power nodes in HetNets which can efficiently 
improve the overall system capacity and coverage. However, new challenges arise to 
intercell interference management in macrocell-picocell scenario. Three enhanced 
intercell interference coordination (eICIC) schemes are proposed in this thesis to 
mitigate the interference problem. In the first scheme, a dynamic cell range expansion 
(CRE) approach is combined with a dynamic almost blank subframe (ABS) using fuzzy 
logic system. In the second scheme, a fuzzy q-learning (FQL) approach is used to find 
the optimum ABS and CRE offset values for both full buffer traffic and video streaming 
traffic. In FQL, FLS is combined by q-learning approach to optimally select the best 




of ABSs in each frame is determined using Genetic Algorithm such that the requirements 
of video streaming traffic can be met. Simulation results show that the system 
performance can be improved through the proposed schemes. 
 
Finally, the optimum CRE offset value and the required number of ABSs will be 
mathematically formulated based on the outage probability, ergodic rate and minimum 
required throughput of users using stochastic geometry tool. The results are an analytical 
formula that leads to a good initial estimate through a simple approach to analyse the 
impact of system parameters on CRE offset value and number of ABSs. 
